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S UMMARY
Statistics of the thermal low above the Iberian Peninsula are presented for the period between 1979 and
1993, based on gridded data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts reanalysis project.
The sample of days with a thermal low above the Iberian Peninsula was selected objectively using criteria
applied to mean-sea-level pressure and 925 hPa geopotential  elds. The synoptic- and regional-scale horizontal
structure is characterized by the climatology of the 500 hPa geopotential and mean-sea-level pressure distributions.
The diurnal evolution of the mean-sea-level pressure is portrayed by mean  elds at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC .
The climatological vertical structure of the thermal low is shown by relation to meridional and zonal crosssections passing through the thermal low’s centre. The diurnal evolution of the divergence, relative vorticity,
potential temperature and vertical velocity is investigated. Statistics are presented also for the monthly frequency,
geographical location, vertical extent and intensity of the Iberian thermal low.
K EYWORDS: ERA data Heated low

1.

I NTRODUCTION

A thermal low is a warm, shallow, non-frontal depression which forms above
continental regions, mostly in the subtropics, but also in the lower midlatitudes. They
form mostly during summer months because of the intense surface heating over land.
The main areas of occurrence are regions with arid or semi-arid surfaces where there
is little surface evaporation. Some thermal lows remain quasi-stationary above the
regions of origin, reaching their maximum intensity during the afternoon followed by
a substantial weakening during the night. Other thermal lows, for example the West
Australian heat trough, may become mobile during the day and the intensity does not
diminish overnight. The basic physical process responsible for generating a thermal low
is the vertical expansion of the lowermost layers of the atmosphere due to convective
heating, which produces divergence above these layers. The divergence aloft results in
a lowering of the surface pressure.
Although regions where they are usually generated form a considerable portion
of the earth’s land surface, thermal lows have received comparatively little study. One
reason might be that there is usually little dif culty in forecasting their occurrence.
However, there are exceptions in various geographical region. The position of the
western Australian trough is sometimes hard to forecast (Leslie 1980). Rácz and Smith
(1999) emphasized that the occurrence of heat lows above Australia play an important
role in modifying dry cold fronts which cross the continent. These cold fronts undergo
a large diurnal variation in intensity which is forced by the presence of a thermal low.
Thermal lows which form in the north-east of India and Pakistan contribute greatly
to the summer monsoon (Ramage 1971; Chang 1972). Similarly, Leslie (1980) related
Australian thermal lows to the summer monsoon. Blake et al. (1983) and Smith (1986a)
studied the in uence of the Arabian thermal low on the moisture advection towards the
south-western part of the Arabian Peninsula which is affected by monsoon rain. Junning
et al. (1986) analysed climatological factors which favour the development of thermal
lows above the Qinghai-Xizang plateau in China and which induce the major part of the
summer rain in this area. Another region with thermal lows is northern Africa (Grif ths
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and Soliman 1972) where the extreme surface aridity does not allow the formation of
rain. Further areas characterized by thermal lows are Tasmania (Whitehead 1981) and
the south-western United States (Rowson and Colucci 1992) where heat lows might
induce local storms above mountainous regions.
Because thermal lows occur frequently above the Iberian Peninsula (henceforth
denoted by IP) during summer, they are classi ed as one of the important weather types
in the Iberian climatology (Linés 1970; Font 1983). Typically, shallow convection forms
in the low, but precipitation does not occur. Nevertheless, strong pressure gradients
occur at the periphery of the low and these cause low-level winds to blow from the
coastal zones towards the interior of the peninsula. This can be seen in the trajectories
of emissions which leave tall chimneys and spread diffusively (Millán et al. 1991).
The Iberian thermal low is thought to be the most prominent example of its type in
Europe. Nevertheless, similar but less intense thermal troughs have been observed also
at higher latitudes in Europe. Scherhag (1936) determined the local diurnal pressure
changes between morning (07 UTC ) and afternoon (18 UTC) over Europe for a summer
month. He showed that there is a mean diurnal pressure decrease of 4 hPa above the IP,
about 3 hPa above the Alps and even 1 hPa above England. A similar circulation system
is thermally forced over the Alps owing to the unequal heating of the atmosphere above
the mountains and within the valleys and over the surrounding plains. From serial pilot
balloon observations, Burger and Ekhart (1937) showed that there is a low-level in ow
towards the centre of the Alps whereas divergence occurs at a height of about 5 km. The
horizontal extent of the Alpine wind system was estimated to be about 150 km away
from the main Alpine ridge.
In order to analyse regional characteristics that primarily in uence the formation
of summer thermal lows, Gaertner et al. (1993) performed a numerical study using
a two-dimensional numerical model. They showed that the most prominent factors
determining the intensity of thermal lows are the surface aridity during summer and
the elevated height of the central Iberian plateau. Later, Portela and Castro (1996)
simulated the thermal low with a high-resolution mesoscale model corroborating that
surface winds blow inland as the low intensi es. These winds can increase in speed to
more than 10 m s ¡1 in particular areas as a result of a channelling effect, e.g. in river
valleys and mountain passes. This effect might be of considerable relevance for choosing
sites for the installation of wind-power stations. Alonso et al. (1994) emphasized the
importance of friction and diabatic heating on the resulting potential-vorticity patterns
associated with the Iberian thermal low. Millán et al. (1991) found that the thermal
convection transports photochemically contaminated particles into the stably strati ed
layer where they could be advected over large distances. Gaertner et al. (2001) showed
that convergence of maritime air reinforced by thermal lows could make a signi cant
contribution to the local water balance over the mountainous north-eastern periphery of
the IP during summer.
All textbooks on climatology of the IP weather (e.g. Linés 1970) mention that the
thermal low is a prominent weather during summer, but none of these studies provide
a climatology of this phenomenon. Portela and Castro (1991) made a  rst approach
by using three-hourly mean surface pressures taken at 82 synoptic stations located in
Spain and Portugal for a period of nine non-consecutive years (1973–1977 and 1985–
1988). Applying an objective analysis method they determined the monthly frequency
of thermal lows and classi ed them by their intensity. They showed that the months
with the most days with thermal lows are July and August with an average of more than
60%. Portela and Castro (1996) recently analysed the vertical structure, horizontal extent
and the likely location of occurrence of the Iberian thermal low using analysis data
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provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
However, their statistics represent a relatively short four-year period (1985–1988) and
their database cannot be considered to be homogeneous because there were changes
in the ECMWF analysis and forecasting system during that period. The present paper
considers a longer period of 15 years (1979–1993) using data provided by the ECMWF
ReAnalysis Project (ERA). This dataset was created by rerunning a selected model
version with its analysis cycle for the whole period (Gibson et al. 1997).
Usually the characteristics of a thermal low are described in terms of mean-sealevel pressure (MSLP). Yet it is not clear how to interpret pressure in terms of dynamics,
whereas relative vorticity can be easily related to dynamical processes. Rácz and Smith
(1999) have shown that the low-level relative vorticity in thermal lows is signi cantly
out of phase with the pressure  eld. However, their idealized simulation did not consider
the impact of orography and they assumed that the thermal low was embedded into an
undisturbed environment. Therefore, we explore here how the thermal low’s vorticity
structure in the idealized simulations compares with observed  ow situations.
The purpose of the present study is to determine a climatology of the thermal
low above the IP objectively, based on data covering many years. The mean diurnal
evolution is determined together with the horizontal and vertical structure of lows. The
statistics of the climatology presented extend those given by Portela and Castro (1996).
These statistics represent the characteristics of the thermal low better because they are
derived for a much longer period of time and are based on a homogeneous time series of
analysis data. The climatology of thermal-low days above the IP given here represents
an important part of the present-day climatic state of the IP. Suf cient knowledge of the
present-day climatic state, characterized by appropriate statistics such as the frequency,
intensity and location of the Iberian thermal low, is necessary for the detection of a
possible climatic change for the IP.
Data and criteria are described in section 2. The following section discusses
statistics of the frequency of the occurrence, of the location of the Iberian thermal
low’s centre, and of its intensity. This is followed by a presentation of the horizontal
mean  elds of the surface pressure and of the 500 hPa surface height. Then, zonal and
meridional cross-sections above the IP are presented to show the climatological structure
of the troposphere for days with thermal lows.
2.

DATA AND CRITERIA

The present study considers a data sample of 15 years from 1979 to 1993. The
ECMWF supplies the so-called ‘ERA-data’ in two subsets that were used here: standard
pressure-level data (15 levels). The analysis scheme applied in the ERA project is based
on the T106 spectral truncation, which corresponds with a resolution of about 1:125± in
latitude and longitude. For the present study the data were interpolated to a  ner grid
with 0:5± in latitude and longitude.
In an earlier study, Portela and Castro (1991) used the observed surface-station
pressure to separate days with a thermal low from those without, as well as to determine
characteristics of the thermal lows. The disadvantage of this dataset is that the observations are unequally distributed over the IP. In later work, Portela and Castro (1996)
used the MSLP. Since the mean height of the IP is approximately 600 m (Lautensach
1964), the MSLP is determined from an extrapolation for a layer of considerable depth
at most grid points raising questions about the accuracy of the horizontally analysed
pressure  elds. We have found that horizontal pressure differences depend sensitively
on the quality of the vertical interpolation. Early observations of the IP thermal low were
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questioned because of the problems of reducing station pressure data to sea-level pressure. The mean surface height of the IP is at about the same height as the 925 hPa surface
for which observed pressure and temperature measurements are used to determine the
corresponding ERA level data. Therefore, in contrast to earlier studies, we use the height
of the 925 hPa surface instead of the MSLP, because it provides a better representation
of the observations. The height of the 925 hPa surface is used for criteria which need
horizontal differences whereas the MSLP is used also for criteria which involve absolute
values.
The basic task is to separate thermal lows from synoptic-scale lows entering the IP
from the Atlantic ocean. Synoptic charts show that the minimum pressure in Iberian
thermal lows is not less than 1004 hPa. These lows are mesoscale systems which
develop in an anticyclonic environment. Because there is no surface low at 06 UTC ,
the anticyclone at this time dominates the low-level pressure pattern and the surface
pressure above north-western Spain is larger or at least close to its normal value of
1012 hPa. Therefore, a threshold value of 1011 hPa was chosen for our criterion.
Because the Iberian thermal low disappears during the night, but the Saharan one
does not, a further criterion eliminates all days during which the Iberian and Saharan
depressions are indistinguishable. This linking becomes obvious in the south-east of
the IP, the area which is closest to Africa. A further fact is that the thermal lows are
of continental character with lower pressure above the land mass and a higher one
above the surrounding sea. In order to validate the selected criteria, three years were
checked by means of daily comparisons with surface and upper-air charts published by
the Spanish Meteteorological Of ce. None of the thermal-low days selected within this
period corresponded to a baroclinic low. Therefore we are con dent that the selected
lows are generated thermally by surface heating. On the other hand not all Iberian
thermal lows were selected, particularly those that were not totally surrounded by higher
pressure.
Following Portela and Castro (1996), 18 UTC is considered to be the time of the
signi cant pressure minimum because the thermal-low pattern is more pronounced than
at 12 UTC. The following criteria, which have been adapted from those proposed by
Portela and Castro (1991), are considered to separate days with and without thermal
low above the IP.
(i) At 06 and 18 UTC , the MSLP above the IP (Fig. 1, area A) must be larger than
1002 hPa allowing one grid-point failure.
(ii) At 06 UTC the grid-point-averaged MSLP must be greater than 1011 hPa at the
northern and north-western rim of the IP (Fig. 1, squares in region NW and N).
(iii) At 18 UTC , the minimum height of the 925 hPa surface must be located above
the IP (Fig. 1, area A) considering all grid-point data within an area bounded by
13± W, 7± E, 33± N and 46± N.
(iv) The grid-point-averaged MSLP tendency between 06 and 18 UTC must be
negative in the south-eastern corner of the IP (Fig. 1, triangles in region SE).
(v) At 18 UTC , the grid-point-averaged height of the 925 hPa surface above the
interior area (triangles) must be less or at least equal to that of the peripheral area
(squares) within all considered regions separately (NW, N, etc.).
We show here for the  rst time zonal and meridional vertical cross-sections of
potential temperature, vertical velocity, relative vorticity and divergence traversing
the Iberian thermal low. The location of the cross-sections are chosen in relation to
the most likely region of the thermal-low centres which was determined in a  rst step
(see section 3). These cross-sections are obtained by averaging the data over all July days
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Figure 1. Scheme of criteria as described in section 2. Criteria (i) and (iii) are applied within region A (limited by
the dotted line). The shaded areas (NW, N, NE, SE and SW) indicate the regions where differences in the averaged
grid-point values between the interior (triangles) and peripheral (squares) areas are calculated for criteria (v).

with a heated low for the period 1979 to 1993. The meridional cross-section covers the
region between 33± N and 46± N along the meridian of 4± W and the zonal section extends
from 13± W to 7± E along the parallel of latitude 40:5± N. Following Portela and Castro
(1996), the intensity is determined as positive anomaly from the MSLP averaged over
a selected area and also as its standard deviation. The average considers all grid-point
values within the area of §1:5± in latitude and longitude around the pressure minimum;
this area extends approximately 300 km in both longitudinal and latitudinal direction.
The vertical extent of the thermal low is determined by considering the change of sign in
the vertical pro les of divergence, vorticity and the Laplacian of potential temperature
above the thermal low’s centre. Another parameter of interest would be the horizontal
extent of the thermal low. However, there is no reasonable measure of this quantity;
therefore, statistics on this cannot be presented here.
3.

F REQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE

Table 1 lists the monthly mean number of days with a thermal low above the IP
throughout the year. During the peak months of July and August, thermal lows were
observed on about 45% of the days. The pre-peak season (May and June) shows a
higher frequency of occurrence (14% and 34%) than the post-peak months of September
and October (18% and 2%). A similar annual variability was reported by Portela
and Castro (1996). Rowson and Colucci (1992) found a similar annual variation for
the south-western United States, the peak month there being July with slightly fewer
events in August. However, the frequencies were signi cantly larger, for example about
81% in July. Even during the winter months, December and January, frequencies of
occurrence of about 3% were found. The reason for this is presumably because the area
is subtropical. Whitehead (1981) showed that thermal lows occur in Tasmania during
the southern hemisphere summer. The peak months of occurrence are December and
January, with frequencies of up to 73%. In general about 42% of the days per month are
observed to have thermal lows during summer whereas this frequency reduces to about
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TABLE 1.
Period

S TATISTICS OF I BERI AN THERMAL LOWS
(1979–1993)
All days

Days per month

% of days

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC

0
3
13
15
65
151
212
210
81
11
1
0

0.0
0.2
0.9
1.0
4.3
10.1
14.1
14.0
5.4
0.7
0.1
0.0

0.0
0.1
2.9
3.3
13.9
33.7
45.5
45.2
18.0
2.3
0.3
0.0

Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter

93
573
93
3

2.1
12.7
2.1
3.0

6.7
41.5
6.8
0.0

1979–1993

762

4.2

13.9

7% during spring and autumn. There is also a moderate year-to-year variability ranging
from 26% to 61% for July and 16% to 64% for August. From the time series a trend is
not obvious in the mean annual number of thermal-low days. During the entire period
from 1979 until 1993, thermal lows were found on 762 days. About 14% of the entire
period can be classi ed as having thermal-low events.
Statistics of western Mediterranean cyclones (Campins et al. 2000) showed that
about 40 cyclones occurred above the central IP during the summer months from 1992
to 1995. Because this number refers to cyclones located within the area (2± £ 2± )
for several consecutive days, the number of days with cyclones is probably larger.
This number contains thermal lows as well as cyclones, the latter occurring rarely in
summertime above the IP. Thus the number given in Table 1 is consistent with the
frequency found by Campins et al. (2000). Other statistical studies indicate a lower
frequency: for example Soler and Hernandez (1977) found about 8% annually and 22%
for summer. In order to show the relative importance of the weather type ‘thermal low’
for the IP, relevant numbers of other types are given by the annual percentage of days:
10% with a cold front encountered above the entire peninsula (Hoinka and Seco 1991);
10% with a cyclonic event associated with precipitation (Soler and Hernandez 1977);
and 2% of cut-off lows (Hernandez 1997).
In order to determine the probable location of the Iberian thermal low, the percentage frequencies of its location were calculated for two samples: the entire sample
of 762 cases (Fig. 2(a), ALL) and the sample of the 212 July events (Fig. 2(b), JUL).
In both cases the most likely region of the thermal low is at about 40:5± N and 4:0± W
with a maximum of more than 6% (for ALL) which represents 48 cases at the central
grid point. About 50% of all events were located in a small region of radius 0:75± latitude
and longitude around the mean centre. For July these numbers result in 6.1% (13 events)
and 58.3% (124 events). Thus the variability in location of the low’s centre is smaller in
July than during the entire period from February to November, i.e. the centres of most
thermal lows are concentrated in a smaller area in July than in other months.
As shown by Wang (1987), different types of analyses, e.g. subjective and objective
ones, might result in different locations of thermal-low centres. For example, Portela
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(a)

ALL
Figure 2.

(b)

JUL

Frequency (%) of location of thermal-low centres determined for the period 1979–1993, 18 UTC: (a) all
days (ALL) and (b) all days in July (JUL). Contour interval is 1%.

and Castro (1996) determined a slightly different climatological location of the thermallow centre occurring at about 39:0± N and 6:0± W. In their study the low centre was
located within a 0:75± radius of this location for 52% of all events. Their results are
based on a sample of four years. Their database and criteria were different to those of
the present study, which may explain the different geographical distribution of the low
centres. A further reason for the northward shift of the thermal low’s averaged location
might be the fact that the smoothed ERA orography places the main orography above
the IP at about 41:4± N and 3:3± W. However, had we used MSLP or the 1000 hPa surface
instead of the 925 hPa surface, the in uence of the orographic smoothing might have
been more important.
Various quantities have been used to characterize the vertical extent of thermal
lows: for example Blake et al. (1983) used divergence, Wang (1987) used vorticity and
Alonso et al. (1994) used potential vorticity. A characteristic property of the vertical
thermodynamic structure of the thermal low is a deep mixed layer above the low’s
centre. At the surface there are strong horizontal gradients of potential temperature µ
extending from the low’s centre, but these gradients diminish with height. Therefore,
the vertical pro le of the Laplacian of potential temperature, r 2 µ , can be used also as
a measure for the depth of the low. In the present study we have averaged all vertical
pro les taken above the centre of the low. The resulting averaged pro le gives the mean
structure above the low’s centre relative to the land surface.
Figure 3 shows the mean pro les of divergence (div), vorticity (vort), and r 2 µ
(LP-TH) at 18 UTC. Strong convergence occurs within a 1500 m deep surface-based
layer above which there is a deeper layer of divergence extending to between 4 and
5 km. The level of non-divergence is between 2400 and 2500 m above mean-sea-level
(amsl). The absolute values are larger for the surface layer than for the layer above it.
Much larger depths (up to 4000 m) were found for the Tibetan Plateau (Wang 1987).
The magnitude of r 2 µ is signi cantly larger in the well-mixed layer than above it,
indicating that the thermal structure is disturbed only up to 3 to 4 km amsl. Finally,
positive vorticity exists up to a height of about 2600 m above ground level (agl).
In idealized numerical calculations, Rácz and Smith (1999) showed that the low-level
relative vorticity is signi cantly out of phase with the pressure  eld and the maximum
low-level vorticity occurs in the early morning hours, a  nding that is supported by
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Figure 3. Mean vertical pro les of divergence (div; 10¡6 s¡1 ), vorticity (vort; 10¡6 s¡1 ), and Laplacian of
potential temperature (LP-TH; 10¡11 K s¡2 ) above the thermal-low centre at 18 UTC . The averaging sample
contains all thermal lows of July 1979–1993.
TABLE 2. S TATISTICS OF THE VERTI CAL EXTENT .m amsl/ OF
THE I BERI AN THERMAL LOWS AT 18 UTC (1979–1993)
Laplacian of µ
Period

Divergence

Sample

Mean

Std dev

Mean

Std dev

MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT

13
15
65
151
212
210
81
11

2343
2782
2849
2809
2950
2887
2726
2177

1293
448
555
511
621
501
524
877

2256
2292
2196
2347
2383
2360
2190
1968

955
202
344
300
286
273
228
368

1979–1993

762

2846

585

2312

318

observations of frontal troughs over northern Australia (Smith et al. 1995). In addition,
Wang (1987) indicated that within a thermal low the areas with maximum vorticity and
divergence do not coincide. He showed that the vorticity centre is shifted by about 100
km to the west of the divergence centre. It follows that the vertical pro le of relative
vorticity at 18 UTC is not an appropriate measure for the depth of the thermal low.
Table 2 lists the annual variation of the thermal low’s vertical extent as obtained
from the change of sign in the corresponding vertical pro les of r 2 µ and divergence.
Due to the fact that the maximum value of the ERA orography above the IP is around
800 m, the lowest usable level for horizontal derivatives, e.g. r 2 µ , is at that height. The
maximum depth of the low is observed during July when the thermal lows are strongest:
2150 m agl for r 2 µ and 1580 m for divergence. The annual variation of the vertical
extent is between 400 m for divergence and 800 m for r 2 µ. Usually the level of nondivergence is found below 700 hPa. However, for continental regions with substantial
surface heating the mixed layer might extend up to a pressure level of 550 hPa, as
observed in the Arabian Peninsula (Smith 1986b).
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TABLE 3. S TATISTICS OF THE I BERI AN THERMAL - LOW INTEN SI TY .hPa/ AT 18 UTC (1979–1993). I NTENSITY IS DETERMINED
AS PO SI TIVE ANOMALY FRO M THE AVERAGED MEAN - SEA - LEVEL
PRESSU RE (A) AND AS ITS STA NDARD DEVIATION (B).
Sample

A
Mean

A
Std dev

B
Mean

B
Std dev

MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT

13
15
65
151
212
210
81
11

0.53
0.61
0.60
0.62
0.65
0.59
0.57
0.50

0.19
0.19
0.19
0.28
0.23
0.22
0.23
0.15

0.51
0.56
0.59
0.68
0.73
0.69
0.67
0.48

0.14
0.17
0.20
0.26
0.20
0.22
0.20
0.11

1979–1993

762

0.61

0.23

0.68

0.22

Period

The depth can be used as a measure of intensity. On the other hand, it would be
better to have an independent measure of intensity. As mentioned in section 2, the
intensity is calculated as the anomaly of pressure from the mean pressure averaged over
a de ned limited area around the pressure centre. Table 3 shows the annual variation of
the intensity of the thermal low. The positive anomalies from the MSLP and, as a second
measure, the deviation from the mean pressure value are given for the chosen limited
region around the pressure minimum. Again the maximum value occurs during July for
both measures.
4.

H ORIZONTAL STRUCTURE

The size of the IP lies within the range normally considered to be mesoscale
(Orlanski 1975), so that the thermal-low systems generated above the peninsula are
mesoscale in size. Therefore, it is of interest to analyse the synoptic environment in
which such mesoscale thermal systems develop. We consider only the months from
May to September because the frequency of the thermal lows in the other months is
very small—less than 4% (Table 1). Three types of  elds are presented: data for days
with thermal low (henceforth denoted by TL); for days without thermal low (NTL); and
for the difference of both  elds, TL minus NTL (DIF).
The mean MSLP for days with thermal lows at 18 UTC when the lows are well
developed are shown in Figs. 4(a) and (d) for the months of May (late spring) and July
(midsummer). Apparently the synoptic surface situation on days with a thermal low is
similar for both months: an anticyclone over the Atlantic Ocean extends a ridge towards
central Europe and the Mediterranean Sea. The isobars are deformed above the IP, where
a small weak centre of low pressure appears at the surface. Moreover, strong gradients
of MSLP occur along the western and northern edges of the IP.
The most notable differences between May and July appear in the averaged MSLP
 elds for days without thermal lows (Figs. 4(b) and (e)). The location of the anticyclone in May permits the entry of frontal troughs or extratropical cyclones from the
Atlantic Ocean over the IP, which makes it impossible for the thermal lows to develop.
In contrast, in July, the strong anticyclone does not favour the penetration of these disturbances. The averaged synoptic-scale environment for days without thermal lows (NTL,
Fig. 4(e)) is very similar to that for the sample of all thermal low days (TL, Fig. 4(d)).
It appears that in this case the pressure gradients at the northern and western boundaries
of the IP are weaker than at its southern boundary, which might give the impression
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Figure 4. Deviations (hPa) of the mean-sea-level pressure from 1000 hPa for 18 UTC 1979–1993: (a)–(c) May
and (d)–(f) July. (a) and (d) thermal low above the Iberian Peninsula (TL); (b) and (e) no thermal low (NTL);
(c) and (f) difference (DIF) between TL and NTL. Shaded areas indicate negative deviations.

that the permanent thermal low above the Sahara extends across the interior of the IP.
The weak differences between the two  elds (TL and NTL) result from the fact that,
in general, the Atlantic anticyclone in uences the  ow over the IP during most days in
midsummer because episodes with intrusions of Atlantic perturbations are rare during
this time of the year (Linés 1981).
Clearly, the difference in the synoptic environment of the mean July  elds between
the sample for days with and without thermal lows depends on the selection criteria
related to the SE and SW rim. Thus, the related criteria (iv) and (v) (see section 2)
are ful lled as soon as the surface heating above the IP is strong enough to form a
thermal low with suf cient intensity that MSLP gradients appear at the southern borders
of the peninsula. In the case of weaker heating the resulting thermal low would be
less intense, and thus in turn the corresponding MSLP gradients from north Africa
towards the interior of the IP would change sign. This would lead to not all criteria
being ful lled. The cases with strongest heating correspond to the sample of days when
the Atlantic anticyclone is more closely located over the peninsula, as can be seen in
Fig. 4(f). This  gure shows that there is a negative MSLP difference (thermal low more
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Figure 5. Deviations (m) of the 500 hPa surface height from 5500 m for 12 UTC 1979–1993: (a)–(b) May and
(c)–(d) July. (a) and (c) thermal low above the Iberian Peninsula (TL); (b) and (d) no thermal low (NTL).

intense) in the centre of the peninsula as soon as there is a positive MSLP difference in
the northern oceanic region and to the west of the IP.
A simple method for interpreting the differences apparent in Fig. 4 would be
to consider synoptic-scale parameters in order to separate days with favourable and
unfavourable synoptic-scale environment for allowing a thermal low to form. Thus,
although days in July have a favourable, anticyclonic environment, the thermal low
is separated from the low above northern Africa only on slightly fewer than half the
days in the sample (45.5%). In May, however, there is a larger number of days with an
unfavourable synoptic-scale environment (not anticyclonic) as can be seen in Fig. 4(c)
where positive values of MSLP difference appear in the relative pressure minimum
above the IP.
A similar interpretation would apply for explaining the mean structures at the
500 hPa surface at 12 UTC (Fig. 5). Again Figs. 5(a) and (c) show that the patterns of the
mean contours for thermal-low days during May and July are similar, although the mean
geopotential height is different. Above the west coast of the peninsula there is a smallamplitude short-wave trough embedded in the predominantly zonal  ow. This pattern
appears also in July for days without thermal lows and indicates the weak variability
of the synoptic situation during midsummer. However, the mean May structure of days
without thermal lows shows a deeper trough which is embedded in a zonal wave of
larger wavelength above the western part of the IP. This indicates that the unfavourable
synoptic situations for the formation of thermal lows are more frequent in May than in
July.
It turns out that the mean synoptic-scale pattern at the surface as well as in the
midtroposphere for days with thermal lows is similar for all months between May
and September, although only the months of May and July have been presented here.
The following comments are restricted to the July data. This is because the sample
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Figure 6. Deviations of the mean-sea-level pressure from 1000 hPa (left column) (hPa), relative vorticity (centre
column) and divergence (right column) (both in 10¡6 s¡1 at 925 hPa), at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC for thermal lows
(July 1979–1993). The shaded areas indicate anticyclonic vorticity and convergence.

sizes for cases with and without a thermal low are about the same and also because the
structure of thermal lows that occur during the other months of the year is similar, but
the lows are less intense.
We consider now the mesoscale environment. Figure 6 shows the averaged MSLP,
relative vorticity and divergence at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC for the sample of thermallow days above the IP. The mean values are determined from all the relevant days for
the period 1979 to 1993. We use the four available synoptic times to characterize the
diurnal evolution. This is supported by the large number of thermal-low days during
July forming the subsample (see Table 1) and by the fact that many members of this
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subsample are parts of the time series of thermal lows that last for more than two
consecutive days.
As expected for a thermally driven system, the maximum intensity, which refers
here to the minimum MSLP, appears in the late afternoon, characterized here by the
pressure  eld at 18 UTC . Of course, the peak intensity may occur a few hours earlier
or later, the temporal resolution of the data being too coarse to be more precise. The
work of Portela and Castro (1996), based on three-hourly surface observations, indicates
that the peak hour is between 15 and 18 UTC which is corroborated by the numerical
simulation of Gaertner et al. (1993). A characteristic of the Iberian thermal low is the
moderate anisotropy in the radial horizontal gradients. It can be seen that during the
peak phase of the evolution at 18 UTC the radial gradients are strongest—about 3 hPa
per 100 km—towards the north and the west and weakest towards the south-east. The
magnitude of this mesoscale horizontal pressure gradient at the surface is large. Similar
sized surface-based pressure differences have been observed within other mesoscale
circulation systems such as the Alpine Foehn (Hoinka and Rösler 1987).
During the night the thermal low weakens and  nally disappears during the early
morning around 06 UTC . Sometimes the net surface cooling begins before sunset.
As a result, convection and thermal expansion within the mixed layer ceases, but mass
divergence aloft and lower-layer convergence still go on for several hours. Therefore,
the shallow thermal low progressively  lls during the night.
The large MSLP gradients observed at the western and northern edge of the
IP relate to the typical synoptic-scale structure of the MSLP  eld above the Azores
during summer associated with a continental low above the Saharan desert. The weak
horizontal MSLP gradients in the south-east of the IP indicates that in this area, the
intense thermal low above the Sahara is united with the Iberian thermal low. The object
of the present study is to select and consider only those Iberian thermal lows which are
separate from the Saharan one. This is accomplished by applying criterion (iv) in the
areas SE and SW (Fig. 1).
Using observational data it is possible to provide a preliminary analysis which
is based on the MSLP tendencies between the four available times (00, 06, 12 and
18 UTC). This might help to establish that the rhythm of strengthening or weakening of
the MSLP gradients is not isotropic above the entire IP. The strongest falling tendencies
(up to 2.5 hPa per 6 h) are observed in the centre of the IP between 12 and 18 UTC ,
which coincides approximately with the climatological mean location of the thermallow centre. The strongest rising tendencies (up to 2.5 hPa per 6 h) occur over the
eastern part of the IP between 18 UTC and 00 UTC on the following day. At 00 UTC ,
the thermal-low centre is found in the same location as was observed during the peak
hour, although the mean pressure is higher. Further to the east, a weak ridge of higher
pressure is evident. This ridge can be found until 06 UTC (Fig. 6), but disappears rapidly
by noon. There are two noteworthy facts that support the idea that the Saharan low
does not in uence the formation of the Iberian thermal low: (i) the smaller-scale Iberian
thermal low decays more rapidly during the night than the stronger and larger Saharan
depression, and (ii) the climatological centre of the Iberian thermal low is located close
to the geographical centre of the IP. Nevertheless, one has to take into account that the
climatological patterns shown in Fig. 6 are obtained by selecting only those days for
which all criteria were ful lled. In summary, the reduction in the daily MSLP caused by
the surface heating in the central IP is strong enough to generate a pressure minimum
which is ‘isolated’ from that of northern Africa.
Rácz and Smith (1999) performed an idealized numerical simulation of a thermal
low located within an undisturbed environment in the absence of orography. They found
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that the thermal low undergoes a strong diurnal cycle, not only in MSLP, but also in
the relative vorticity. They found also that the minimum in relative vorticity occurs
at 03 h local time, some 10 h later than the minimum MSLP. Using the same model
with a plateau-type orography, Reichmann and Smith (2003) showed that the mixed
layer becomes deeper than without orography. The vertical velocity in the centre of the
heat low is weaker when the plateau is surrounded by sea than when it is not. How do
these idealized situations relate to reality, where both synoptic-scale environment and
orography are present? The ERA data show that the low-level relative vorticity is not
only related to the formation of the thermal low. Between 06 and 18 UTC, the centre
of the maximum cyclonic (positive) relative vorticity is found above the west coast of
the IP. This is because of broad-scale horizontal wind shear associated with northerly
winds along the Portuguese coast, which are frequently observed during summertime
anticyclonic situations. At the same time an anticyclonic (negative) vorticity centre
exists above the Strait of Gibraltar, which is also related to horizontal wind shear
frequently associated with strong easterly winds. At 00 UTC the cyclonic vorticity centre
moves towards the interior of the IP. Thus, there is a phase shift between the minimum
MSLP and the maximum cyclonic vorticity of about 6 h. This  nding is in accordance
with idealized numerical model calculations (Rácz and Smith 1999). In contrast to
these simulations the observations show an irregular distribution of vorticity due to
the complicated shape of the Iberian orography and to regional characteristics such as
strong winds blowing parallel to the western and southern coast of the IP. Accordingly,
it is dif cult to interpret the observed relative-vorticity  elds because of their irregular
structure.

5.

V ERTICAL STRUCTURE

The vertical structure above a thermal low is usually shown by vertical crosssections intersecting the thermal low. Wang (1987) showed such cross-sections in certain
case-studies, but we are not aware of published cross-sections of climatological  elds.
Figure 7 shows zonal and meridional cross-sections of divergence which pass through
the climatological centre of the thermal low, which is located at 40:5± N and 4± W. The
 gure shows  elds for 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC averaged over all thermal-low days of July
during 1979–1993.
A zone of maximum convergence is found close to the surface, underlying a layer
of divergence. This dipole structure is strongest at 18 UTC and persists until 00 UTC ,
but its depth decreases with time. At the peak intensity of the low, the convergence
attains a magnitude exceeding 3 £ 10¡5 s¡1 . This is stronger than the values observed
above the Tibetan Plateau (Wang 1987), which were typically 1 £ 10¡5 s¡1 . Another
characteristic feature is that there exists an asymmetry in the dipole. The convergence
layer towards the west is shallower and the divergence layer reaches the surface close
to the Atlantic coast. To the east of the centre, however, the divergence layer is elevated
above the ground at all times. At 18 UTC the upper divergence zone approaches the
surface-based divergence zone above the Mediterranean coast. The zonal asymmetry is
a result of the existing synoptic-scale convergence above the eastern IP which is present
for the entire day. A similar pattern appears in the meridional cross-section. In this case
divergence occurs down to the surface in the southern part of the IP, although not in the
northern part. There is a secondary maximum in the convergence which is located above
the coast of Cantabria. The fact that the divergence zone spreads out to the surface in
the area between the IP and northern Africa at all hours of the day indicates that the
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Figure 7. Mean cross-sections of divergence (10 ¡6 s¡1 ) for July at 00, 06, 12, 18 UTC on thermal-low days:
along the parallel of latitude 40:5± N between 13± W and 7± E (left column); along the meridian 4± W between
33± N and 46± N (right column). The averaging period is 1979–1993. The shaded areas indicate convergence.

Iberian thermal low is separate from the Saharan one, at least within the cross-section
considered.
A zone of maximum divergence in the zonal cross-section above 800 hPa persists
in the same region for the entire day. This divergence is associated with the net mass
out ow at this level, which leads to the surface depression. The zone of maximum
convergence close to the surface forms in the eastern part of the IP in the morning
and shifts towards the centre during the day. The zonal pro le of topography shows
that the mean slopes towards the interior are larger on the east side of the IP than in
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Figure 8.

Same as Fig. 7, but for relative vorticity (10 ¡6 s¡1 ). The shaded areas indicate anticyclonic vorticity.

the west of it. As a result of this, there is a strong in ow from the east. At midnight,
as soon as the surface depression weakens, both zones of maxima are found one above
the other. In the meridional cross-section, a similar pattern forms where a shift occurs
towards the southern end of the convergence maximum: this maximum forms in the
afternoon around 18 UTC. It happens also that the shift appears on the side of the
peninsula where the major orographic slope is located. This suggests that the zonal and
meridional asymmetries can be attributed to the irregular topography of the IP.
Figure 8 indicates that the cyclonic relative vorticity found above the west coast of
the IP extends up to the upper troposphere. The low-level behaviour has been discussed
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Same as Fig. 7, but for potential temperature (K) (bold lines) and vertical velocity (mm s¡1 ) ( ne lines).
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in section 4. The low-level minimum in relative vorticity above the Straits of Gibraltar is
apparent up to 800 hPa. The peak hour of maximum cyclonic vorticity is found around
00 UTC in both cross-sections, but the vertical extent is relatively shallow. Figure 8
shows also that the vorticity structure above the IP is irregularly distributed in the
horizontal, which makes comparison dif cult with vorticity structure obtained from
idealized numerical simulations (Rácz and Smith 1999). As noted earlier, orography
as well as the non-uniform synoptic environment play an important rôle in modifying
the idealized vorticity structure.
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The zonal cross-sections in Fig. 9 show the mean vertical velocity and potential
temperature. The region with maximum vertical velocity is located directly beneath
the zone of strongest divergence and the largest values of more than 3 cm s ¡1 are
found during the hour of peak intensity at 18 UTC. Peak vertical velocities of similar
magnitude have been reported elsewhere (e.g. Wang 1987). The mean climatological
values obtained for the vertical velocity are much smaller than the values obtained in
particular events, as has been shown, e.g. by Portela and Castro (1996) where vertical
velocities of up to 16 cm s ¡1 were simulated for a July event in 1985. As in other
regions with thermal lows, the rate of ascent above the low is noticeably stronger than
the surrounding subsidence, by a factor of about three above the IP. In the zonal crosssection, subsidence occurs on both sides of the peninsula. In the meridional crosssection, subsidence prevails above the northern and southern parts of the peninsula at
heights above a pressure level about 600 hPa. The existence of signi cant subsidence
between the peninsula and northern Africa is further evidence that the Iberian and
Saharan thermal lows are separate systems. On the southern side of the meridional crosssection it is found that the region of ascent over north Africa extends to a much greater
height than above the IP, presumably on account of the much larger area and intensity
of heating.
The vertical potential-temperature structure shows the typical well-mixed layer
above the inner region of the thermal low during the afternoon (Alonso et al. 1994).
In the zonal cross-section at 18 UTC the top of the mixing layer is found at pressure levels
near 700 hPa. A stable strati cation is observed above the coastal regions surrounding
the IP. Offshore to the west, north and east, the vertical structure of potential temperature
remains unchanged during the entire day. Above the surface-based mixed layer, the
isentropes behave similarly above land and sea, indicating the relative shallowness of
the thermal low that develops over the IP during summer.
6.

C ONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present paper, statistics of the Iberian thermal low were presented. The
major  ndings of the present study are as follows: During the peak months of June,
July and August, a thermal low occurs above the Iberian Peninsula on 35% to 45%
of all days. The annual frequency of thermal lows above the IP is about 14% of all
days. The most likely location of a thermal low’s centre is at 40:5± N and 4:0± W. The
hour of peak intensity of the thermal low is around 18 UTC. During the night the low
weakens and disappears at around 06 UTC . The dipole layer consists of a surface-based
layer of convergence extending to 1500 m agl and a layer of divergence extending to
about 5000 m agl. In the central core of the thermal low, ascending mean velocities
are typically about 3 cm s¡1 during the peak hour. A surface-based well-mixed layer
extends up to 700 hPa from the late afternoon hours until midnight. The maximum
cyclonic vorticity occurs at 00 UTC, some 6 h later than the minimum in the meansea-level pressure; this phase shift is of similar magnitude to that found in idealized
simulations. It is dif cult to interpret the low-level relative-vorticity  elds because of
their irregular structure which is a result of the irregular orography of the IP and of the
strong winds that blow parallel to the west and south coast of the IP.
Rowson and Colucci (1992) reported that thermal lows above south-west North
America can produce a moist in ow from coastal regions. The IP is surrounded mostly
by sea. The inland penetration of moist sea air is irregular over the peninsula. From the
south-east, east and north the air can penetrate more than 200 km inland, sometimes
through mountain passes, but from the south there is little detectable in ow, except
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through the Guadalquivir river valley. In general, there is no signi cant moisture
transport towards the semi-arid centre of the IP where most thermal lows are located.
The reasons for this are that the distance of 300 to 400 km from the coast is too large,
the in ow is relatively weak and the strong low-tropospheric vertical mixing transports
dry air from aloft down to the surface. Therefore, this study gives no statistics on the
moisture structure.
It is well-known that the summer surface heating over the IP generally favours
the development of a thermal circulation. However, only on a limited number of days
are the heating conditions strong enough to allow the generation of a thermal low.
Besides this, the synoptic-scale environment might play a determining role in forcing
or suppressing the generation of a thermal low. It would be interesting to determine if
there are particular synoptic conditions which favour the generation of a thermal low and
also which ones do not. However, this can be studied only with numerical simulations.
Most studies indicate that the uppermost level of a thermal low’s impact is not
higher than about 5000 m; for the much stronger thermal low observed above Australia,
the top in uence level might be considerably higher. Wang (1987) reported depths of up
to 10 km above the Tibetan Plateau. For the very prominent thermal depression above the
Arabian Peninsula, Smith (1986b) found that the subsidence layer extends vertically up
to 200 hPa. For both examples the thermal low has an impact on the entire troposphere
up to the tropopause. Yet it is not clear if there is an in uence of the shallow Iberian
thermal low at higher altitudes. In a preliminary study, which is based on ozone column
data and tropopause data taken from radiosonde and derived from ERA data, statistics
above the main lifting core of the Iberian thermal depression were determined. The result
is that on summer days with a thermal low the tropopause pressure (height) is decreased
(increased) by about 5 hPa (200 m) and correspondingly the total ozone column is
decreased by about 7 DU. These values are statistically signi cant whereas the estimated
vertical velocity at tropopause level (¼0.5 mm s¡1 ) were statistically insigni cant.
Recent work indicates that there is a summer minimum in total ozone above the IP,
particularly during July (Cuevas et al. 2001). Because July is the peak month for the
occurrence of thermal lows it is suggestive that the low-tropospheric thermal low might
in uence upper-tropospheric structure and the behaviour of the tropopause. The given
statistics seem to corroborate this or at least do not exclude this possibility.
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